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Candidates Issue Final Statements
BOOKSTORf

STAGS ARE
TOUGH

_ . _ ~

........

EdItor's Note: Today Is election day. The following statements
Wi)re given to the Stag by Mr. Gallagher and Mr. Reinhan1
Ie serve io summation of ~e1r campaign.
In the past, Students at Fairfield have had little to say in
the direction of the Community
or their own aaffirs. Often when
they spoke their words went
wilieard. It was only when they

Fellow Students:
When I decided to run for
the Presidency of the Student
Government, I did so mainly
with the purpose of making the
Student Government less po-

----_--.:'
Statement to the students
Dennis Gallagher

---

Sophomore Class Reveals
Mood On Pertinent Issues
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following II the first of three'lnstaUments which will ana.lyze the reo
lIults of a quelHonnwe given to the Sophomor e class: The questloJUlalre was compo»ed and
anal)o'7.ed by Joseph Moore '72. This installment wUl concern It8eU with the issues of ma.rijuana.
racial attitudes, and the plight of the cities. Next week's inslaUment will (lOver the toplCli of reo
liglon, Vietnam, and the draft. The final segme nt of this analylls wID conl.lder the topici of c0education and college life in c:en~'~'_a1_.~
_
By JOSEPH MOORE

This questionnaire was taken
in order to discover the general
mood of the present college generation concerning religion, the
racial issue, the war in Vietnam, marijuana, the draft, and
college education (In particular
at Fairfield University). There
was a 71% return of the questionnaires, one given to every
sophomore. The survey was
taken of this class in particular
for a number of reasons. The
sophomores have become somewhat accustomed to "college
life" as perhaps many of the
freshmcn have not as yet. Also
this class does not have graduation in their immediate future
as many seniors and some juniors. Finally, due to the boarding situation of this university
the sophomores were more easi_
ly accessible than the juniors.
There were some answers on
individual questionnaires which
were left blank. Many answers
were either a simple "yes" or
"no" reply and at times many
couldn't respond legitimately
with such a simple answer.
Still, there was not one question without at least a 95%

reply from those questioned. All
answers are based on percentages with the exception of six
questions. These are based on
point value. For instance, in
answering the question any item
receiving No.1 importance received 4 points, an item receiving No. 2 import would receive
3 points, etc., then the points
were added up an the totals
are shown for each item. These
figures show where the emphasis is laid by the stUdents
but only in rare instance does
it show the degree of emphasis.

MariJua_
Have you ever smoked marijuana '!'

often
10.3%
occasionally
16.5%
seldom
9.9%
never
63.2%
Do you favor the legalization
of marijuana?
62.8%
YO'
no
37.2%
Do you feel that marijuana
is immoral?
yes
6.5%
no
93.5%
The degree of drug usage on
the American campus has initiated much speculation and con-

•

cern in recent years. Of those
sophomores questioned:
63.2% responded that they
have never smoked marijuana,
9.9% smoke seldom, and a total
of 26.8% smoke either occasionally or often. This total of 36.7%
who have tried marijuana is almost 5% above the national
norm as represented in a survey
taken by Newsweek. This survey maintained that approximately 32% had tried marijuana. However, 62.8% do favor
the legalization of marijuana,
and 93.5% felt that the use of
marijuana was not immoral.
Racial Attitudes
List in order of importance
the following Items of immediate change.
change in the core
curriculum
950
acceptance of the
tri-partite on all
levels
744
acceptance ot more
black students
444
immediate 24 hr.
parietals
402
More black students should be
enrolled at Fairfield University?
yes
67.4%
no
32.6%
(Continued 00 Page 4)

b)-'

spoke as a group last Spring
that their voice was heard.
Since then our Social system
has been reformed but our p0sition with respect to the governance of the University has
not. I voted AGAINST the Compromise last year because it
skirted the issue of Student
Power.
A Community psychology has
begun to take root at Fairfield,
and it will grow only if Students
become a part of the decision
making aparatus at this University. Rubber stamp sounding
boards are no longer tenable.
The Financial Board that dissolved last week was an excellent example of what It means
to sit on a board where your
advice is constantly ignored,
but your presence is needed to
satisfy a facade of Community.
Community means more than
common concerns or rhetoric; it
means a sharing In the direction of the institution, and equal
respect for the ideas of all
members. I belieVE: the esta~
lishment of a binding Tti-Partite to be a necessity if this
campus is to lose its totalitarian and unacceptable air.
Our Constitution states that
the Legislature will "Determine
Disciplinary and Social Codes
of the Student Association."
This is a claim to power, to
autonomy in Student Life, but
reality shows it to be a mere
claim. The Social refonns were
not enacted under the power of
the Legislature, but were "approved" by the Dean of Student Services. My opponent
stated in an open letter that
"We already have autonomy in
the donns," yet a canvass of the
Dorm Councilors will negate
that claim. They are severly restricted by rules that they did
not make, and merely stating
that they are autonomous will
not alter the fact that they arc
not. Any board that Is established to review Student Life
will not have my suppo:- t:less it recognizes the Constitution of the Student Association
and the rights claimed there-in.
Academic reform is a pressing issue. and there too StUdents
have only plebiscite power.
That Is we can attain reforms
including Student Representation on a Curriculum Commit(Continued OD Pace 5)

Statement to the studeots by
Jeff Reinhard
litical and more respected by
both the student body and the
administration. In past years,
the government has been relatively inetIective, partially due
to lack of stUdent support and
their own petty quarrels and
power struggles. The Admlnis·
tration, of course, has neither
helped us in our struggle nor
have they passively allowed us
to assume those responsibilities
which are rightfully ours and
those which we are willing to
accept. This, too, is partially
our fault. With all their education and experience, it is hard
to believe that the Administration, when negotiating, Is only
seriously willing to listen to the
President when he can tell them
that the student body as a
whole is ready to take necessary
steps to acompllsh the goals
which we have set out to accomplish.
The idea of tri-partlte, with
Administration, Faculty and
Students sharing the burdens
and responsibilities of university life is a fine and noble concept, but this concept implies
that the three parties are equal
partners. Can we honestly say
that the Student Body is an
equal parmer with the Administration and the Faculty? Do we
have the power to make, enforce and adjudicate the rules
in the dormitories? Do not Mr.
Schimpf and Mr. Krell assist us
too much in these affairs? Are
we only to rule on minor matters which Mr. Krell considers
us capable enough to handle?
I feel that we are not equal
partners in Ttl-Partite or any
other council until we have
jurisdiction over our one-third
of the University.
The most pressing issue on
this campus right now is the
formation of the core curriculum. On this issue, It is my contention that Mr. Gallagher has
misinterpreted the role of the
Administration in the fanning
of the curriculum. While It is
true that the administration has
a veto over the faculty's decisions on curriculum, they have
never exe.rcised this veto and
it seems unlikely tha t they will
start now. This would be especially true if the faculty and students were to come to an agreement. as would be the case with
(CoaU1we4 OD Pal'8 6)
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Campus News
LIBRARY NOTES

Added to the library's news.
paper collection in 1970 are the
following papen which are currently being received or ~ on
order:
ABC (Spain), Baltimore S\ln,
Corriere Della $era, Los Angeles Times, Manchester Guardian, Le Monde, Times (London), Ole Welt, Ole Zeit.
Other newspapers subscribed
to by the library are:
Barrons, Bridgeport Telegram, Christian Science Monitor, Hartford Catholic Transcript, Home. Furnishings Dally,
National Catholic Reporter, National Register, New York
Times, St. Louis Post-Dispatch,
Town Crier, Wall Street Journal,
Wanderer, Wuhincton
Post, Westport News, Woman's
Wear Daily.

• • •

The edi~ of FroaUen magazine eordially extend an open

invitation to students and facultY to submit material for conllideration. Poetry, fiction, plays,
photography, as well as articles
on current literature are de.
sired. All manuscripts should
be addressed to Box N c/o the
campus Center no later than
April 10.

• • •

FIRST ROUND WINTER
BRIDGE TOURNAMENT

1. Lynch-Langlois
28%:
2. Salisbury-Barnwell 25%
3. Newton-Wong
25%
4. Rohan-Langan
25
5. O'Neill-MerrUl
24*
6. Lisb-Manthey
~
7. Coughlin-Guarcello 19
8. Dufty-Quegan
17*

9. Murphy-Davis

• • •

16J.4

APRIL !% COMMl'ITEE
On April 22 there is planned,

throughout the United States, a
National Environmental TeachIn. The purpose of the TeachIn will be to Inform the public
on the dangen of alr and water

pollution. An April 22 committee has been formed here at
Fairfield Univenlty. The measure of success for an Environmental Teach-In at Falrfleld
will depend upon the amount of
support trom the student body.
It is for this reason that the
April 22 chairmen are asking
every student to join the April
22 Committee. The procedure
for signing up is to either submit your name and address to
Box 596 or to contact Chairmen
Joseph Di Corpo, G-113, or.
Jules Toraya, C-328.
PEACE CORPS
It you are Interested in being
part of the Peace Corps and
wish information, Peace Corps
Representatives will be on campus Thursday, Feb. 26. At 7:30
p.m. there will be a movie and
discussion (place to be announced).
The Peace Corps is particularly interested in students
who will have degrees in: Math,
Chemistry, Physics, Civil Engineering, Agriculture Education, Home Economics, Physical
Education and all fields of
Business.

• • •

WVOF Announces Board
Of Officers For 1970-71
By MIKE FARRELL

On Wednesday, FebnIary "'
the Fairfield UniversitY Radio
Club, WVOF, elected Its officers
for 1970-TI. This meeting of the
general membership was conducted by WVOF's previous
President Paul Lysaght '70.
Eleetioa ProeeM
The election process was
simple and direct. The outgoing
officers nominated candidates
for the five
on the
Executive Board. These nominations were actually direct
re<:onunenda tlons made by the
past officers and presented to
the membenhip for approval
The following were rec0mmended, approved and sworn
Into their respective oft"ices last
Wednesday; 1bomas Heide '71,
President; F1'ank Fortney '71,
Station Manager; Art Gallahger '72, Vice President; William
O'Neil '72, Secretary; and
Thomas Krazll '71, Treasurer.
Frank Fimmano '72 was appointed Programming Director.

positions'.

OoIlsUtuUonaJ

RUGBY TRIP

Places are still available for
members of the University
community to accompany the
Rugby Club on ·Its Wales Easter
Tour. Interested parties can
sign up in the Campus Center
starting today and up until
March 2.

• • •

TWO LECTURES

Friday, Feb. n, In the Campus Center, two lectures will
be given by Graltan Freyer, a
critic journalist from Ireland.
The topic of his 3:30 p.m. lecture will be Iriah Poetry of
Yeata. The 8:00 p.m. lecture
topic is entitled, Albert Camu.
and the Modem ConIclenoe. Mr.
Freyer is currently on a tour
of American colleges which has
Included several major northeast colleges and universities.

Febl1Jary 25, I~70

STA6

~"ampia(

The fint Executive Board
meeting convened on Sunday,
February 9. The first task was
to reconstruct the club's obsolete constitution. The major
objective was to reorganize the
duties of the Executive Board.
The old constitution created
operational conflicts between
the Station Manager and the
President of the WVOF Radio
Club. The new constitution demands separation of powers and
a system of checks in all executive positions.
The Station Manager will direct all technical operations of
the .radio station. Working under him will be the Program Director who will schedule and
conduct all WVOF programm_
ing.
The President will be the

NEW WVOF BOARD: (L w r..) Fraak Fortney, 'I.'hon1M
Krult, Art ~ r , Tbomu Heide, and FUD.k F1mma oo.

overall coordinator for the Club
and Its Departments. Thus the
constitution draws a distinction
between the technical operations
of the station and those of the
club. This will result in smoother and 'better organized opera·tions on all levels.
The Vice-President's major
function Is In public relations.
He will serve as a liason between WVOF and the admini~
tration, Student Government,
and numerous on and off campus elements.
EdJwrlal

Ch&ItI'e

Another Innovation of the
Constitution is the formation of
a Editorial Board - and a Editorial Manager. All WVOF editorials will be written and presented by the Editorial Board.

The Oub welcomes any students interested in either the
writing or broadcasting (If edItorials to attend tbe De'Xt IDIle'to
Ing or contact an Executive
Board member.
Most of the publicity work
will be handled by Ken Doherty.
He will be WVOF's contact
man for Fairfield students and
other University Interests.
On Wednesday, February 11,
WVOF held its first general
meeting under the authority of
the new Board. A brief sketch
of the new constitution was pre.
sented, several W'Ork committees were set up, and a meeting
was scheduled for - Monday,
February 16 in order to enable
the general membership of the
Oub to ratify the new constitution.

lohn Merchant loins
A Revived Student Action Committee F. U. Sociology Dep 't

Selects Its Officers And Chairmen
Last Wednesday evening, the
rejuvenated
Student. Action
Committee held Its initial f'le~t
Ing of the year in the Campus
Center Oak Room. About fifty
interested students were in attendance. On the agenda was
the election of officers, the selection of committee c:ha1rmen,
discussion on the organization
of SAM and general strateI)'

meetings of the committees.
Olflcen Elected
John Mekrut, coordinator of
last week's meeting, was eleeted President. Elected to the pi>
sltion of Vice PresIdent was
William Luddy, Gerald Langlais was elected Treasurer and
Robert Smith was elected Secretary. Mr. Mekrut as his first
acts appointed Charles J. Washburn as Chairman of the Mora-

A BALLANTINE

C@

AIM 18 Attendance

3 RING THING
Alpha EpSilQn Pi /Quinnipiac)
I'rtstnts

FRIDAY, MARCH 6
8:30 P.M.'
NEW HAVEN ARENA
TICKETS: $4.00. 5.00. 6.00 It Ar.nl 8o~ Office
Also: VII. Co..,p-Ntw HIV,". U.f.O. $hQpHlrt.lord. Wlrr.n's Music Sh0;P7N.w aritlin.
MusIC 80~_Hamd.n. & Suinn,pi.C Stud.nt Union
M.il Ordus payabl. 10 tw H.v.n Ar.nl
.
26 Grov. Sl.. N.w Hav.n Conn
•
SlI'ld stamPl<!. "'''·ldd••sHd .nv.lOPt.
Ph_ (20]) LO. 2·]123

PrtStflttJ by P. BQflQn,il1t" SOI1S
MQktrsof Fil1tBttrQlld AltQnd Bursinet 1840

torlum C:Ommittee. James Moynihan as Chairman of the En.
vironmental Action Committee,
Greg Keilty as Chairman of The
Draft Resistance Committee
and Thomas Ferrigno as Chairman of the Politics Committee.
These four commiUees. plus
the Committee to Lower the
Voting Age, comprise the movement. Two additional committees, the Conununlcatlons Committee, chaired by Don Canton,
and the' Financial Committee,
serve to facilitate the elJeetlveness and efficiency of SAM.

.

Present at the meeting was
a member of Bridgeport's AIM,
who offered advice and help.
More controvenlal was the de·
bate concerning the wording of
a statement supporting faculty
attempts to obtain additional
salary Increases. The statement
read; ''The Student Action
Movement supports unanimously the faculty in their drive !or
an increase in salaries:'
In a relate<! develop~ent the
Youth Interracial Council on
Thursday night voted to allot

John F. Merchant, deputy
commissioner of the Connecticut State Department of Community Affairs, has been appointed as a lecturer In the s0ciology department at Fairfield
University, It was announced
by the Rev. James H. Coughlin,
S.J., academic vi~ president
and dean of faculty at the univenity.
Mr. Merchant will teach a
regular section of the upper division course in sociology of
race and minority group relations beginning February 2.
Professor Harry Fishman,
chairman of the univenity's s0ciology department, stated that
he was pleased to welcome Mr.
Merchant to the faculty.
"Mr. Merochant brings to the
department the combination of
educational background and
practical experience in urban
areas that Is In the tradition
of the founders of our discipline
who brought a diversUied background to sociology.
''TIle nwnber of students rna$50 of their budget to SAM.
Anyone who wishes to join

SAM should write care/Of Campus Center Box M:M or to John
Mekrut, Box 5Ot.

jorlng In sociology at the university has Increased three fold
In the pasl three years, reflectIng the national trend of the
present generation of students
to choose disciplines concerned
wllh relevant social issues.
"I am sure that Mr. Merchant's experience will serve to
enhance and broaden the student's educational experience in
these areas," he added.
A resident of Bridgeport, be
received his A.B. with academJc
honon from Virginia Union University of Virginia Law School
as the llrst Negro graduate.
Mr. Merchant Is a partner in
the law firm of Merchant, Melville, Spear and Seymour of
Bridgeport and also holds the
rank of lieutenant commander
In the U.s. Navy Reserves.
Prior to his appointment wIth
the community alJairs department, he has served as deputy
director of ABCD, the regional
anti-poverty agency.
He is a member of the C0nnecticut AdVisory Council of the
US. Ovll Rlahts Conunlss'cm
the National Association
Conununlty Development, the
Hi&her Education Center for
Urban Studies and· Urban
America, IDe.

of
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Rev. Coffin Rebukes Violence
More Sell - Discovery Needed
By JOKS G. LEDDY
"I will live to Sei.' the goodness of the Lord in the land of
the living."
With this note, the Reverend
William Sloane Coffin, Yale
Chaplain and anti-draft conspiracy defendant, launched into a
scintillating and witty attack
upon all those sectors of society
which employ violence to reach
their ends.
He deftned non-violence as
"not only a refusal to do violence, but a detennination not to
violate the integrity of another
human being, one's own integrity Included."
"According to that deftnition
we all come out pretty violent,
particularly in religious communities . . . (where) self denial takes the place of selfd:scovery . . . self involvement;" where men employ "moralistic tenor instead of ethical
suasion."
Hate In Rel.lgtoua Lov.
"In every religion of love
there's hate. Some self-seeking
is involved. Instead of examining ourselves we repress our·
selves. (But) whatever is forced down eventually comes up
again. It eventually comes out
in the form of misplaced violence;"
Thus, the anti-Semite hates
the Jew because he can't bear
the inner feeling that his God
was born a Jew; middle class
youth hates middle class values
because they can't rid them·
selves of them.
To solve the problem created
by this duality, Rev. Coffin referred to Erik Erikson. "It Is
all right to ha\'e ambivalent
feelings. What's wrong is to pretend not to have them." The
alternative is not innocence but
holiness; described by Coffin as
"an effort to bring into one
whole the sensual, logical, and
ethical senses of our own nature to judge and sense our
aspirations for the future."
The Reverend Coffin made his
remarks as part of the Bellarmine Lecture Series in the Oak
Room on the 17th of February.
He spoke to a brimming oudi·
ence of about 600 students and
teachers from the Bridgeport
area.
He turned from his advice to
individuals to an attack upon
institutions which embody their
ambivalent feelings and suppressed violence.
"Individuals can be outwardly
orderly and Inwardly violent;
so too can structures. If vio)ence violates human integrity,
so any university, business, or
government structure (are thus
violent) if they prevent man
from fulfilling himself." The attitude of any victim of such
structures must be that of the
Biblical Elijah, Mr. Coffin went
on to say, who, when described
as a 'troubler or peace' by King
Ahab, the very man whose immorality he confronted, rebuked
him: "It is not I, it is thou.
You have forsaken God's command. Your kingdom Is an established disorder."
The reverend's definition of
violence had by now been expandOO. He quoted statistics
that show that if 1,000 people
were chosen as a cross section
of the world, the sixty that

WUUam Slo&De CofrtD (t) t&lJB to .tudent. after bJ8 t&lk ...

the Oak Room, February 11'.

Rev. WWI&m Sloane Collin, Jr., len. cOD"erslDg In the Cam~
Center prior to bis BeUarmlDe serle. lecture last week.
would be Americans would control half of the economy, and
possess fifteen times the material goods of the remaining
940. Finally, while the life expectancy of the American group
would be 71 years, that of the
remainder of the cross-section
would average only 40 years.
This, to Mr. Coffin, represents
violence, and illustrates the folly of defining violence by strictly physical terms.
And yet in spite of such c0nditions, man continues to worship Idols in our society: "We
praise mod ern production,
whose pollution has obscured
the sun and stars. This Is not
poetic license, this is an idol
which has made our cities un_
liveable."
"Jesus took on the law and
order of the pharisees. The law
which was sUPlKlSed to serve
man had begun to rule him.
The Sabbath belongs to man.
He said, and not man to the
Sabbath. As long as the values
of a highly developed technological society remain intact
. .. man belongs to technoiogy,
and not technology to man."
Nikita Khruschev earned Rev.
Corrin's praise for his role In
the Cuban missile crisis, while
Pres. Kennedy was criticized.
"Had (Kennedy) withdrawn hls
missiles, as did Khruschev, he'd
have been impeached." Coffin
ridiculed the comment of Dean
Rusk, then Secretary of State;
"We saw eyeball to eyeball, and
the other fellow blinked."
"U high noon involvem':!nts
with missiles represent manhood, then we need. to redefine
manhood," the chaplain said.
In conclusion, Rev. Coffin
sought a more definite role for
the non-violent reformer of society:
"If the aim Of non-violence Is
reconciliation and healing . . .
the emphasis must not be on
being right, but on being according to a' principle which
holds for all time. Quoting Mohandas Gandhi, he said we
need a truth "as true for our
adversaries as it is for us," so
that we may live by principles
"that allow all men to rise
above their present conditions."

ON FREEDOM OF SPEECH.
"Of course, there are considerations that deter prudent college
presidents from speaking out
their judgments. But let them
then find others to say for them
what they cannot say for thems:!lves: and let them back up
these individuals with the simple statement that the univer-

sity guarantees members of the eral to radicaL A liberal thinks
somebody else needs help, a
faculty no less freedom than
radical knowS that he's the one
that guaranteed. by the nation.
who needs help." _ N.Y. TlJ:neI;
If they don't do at least this
much, then let them make no ~1.aC.
ON VIETNAM. "I am in
judgments on the cynicism of
favor of America staging a ve~
their students regarding the
power of money, for the stu- carefully negotiated withdrawal
dents know then that the very The implementation can be ve~
men they should be able to look carefully phrased and deliberate, but the Intent must be
up to have been bought." clear." - Mareh 3, 1968.
NEA Journal.
JOSEPH BISHOP ON COFON PHILOSOPHERS. "How
FIN. "His only weakness of
many philosophers consider
death the burning business of character seems to be a certain
appetite for publicity, a relish
philosophy? While Rome burns,
far even from criticizing Nero for press conferences, headlines
and appearances on televisIon,
for fiddling, most philosophers
a weakness which he shares
are busy examin'ng the fiddle."
with at least 90% ot the sacer- 17 Feb. Fairfield U. lecture.
ON RADICALISM. "I have dotal caste." Harpe"., May,
been forced to move from lib- 1968.

Prof. McDonnell's 'Miss 0'
Scores Big Success In Festival
One of the highlights of the
past FaU's Dublin Theatre Festival in Ireland was a production entitled "Miss 0," written
by a young Irish-American playwright by the likely name of
Michael McD:>nneli.
For McD:>nnell, a Bridgeport
resident and assistant professor
ot English at Fairfield University where he teaches Irish literature, this latest success has
menat a nomination for a Guggenheim Fellowship that would
enable him to take a sabbatical
from the classroom to devote
his fuJI energies to writing. His
work thus far certain:y seems
to merit it.
"Miss 0" is the author's first
three--act play, a fact that
speaks well for McDonnell when
one considers that critics ..Ingled out its virtues from among
many of the English-speaklng
world's best popular and experimental plays at the festival.
This year's festival also
brought the considerable talents
of such people as Peter O'Toole
and Susannah York to Ireland's
capitaL
It was not, however, McDonnell's first success at the festival. In 1966, his "All Gods
Die on Friday," Walt selected
as the outstanding one-act play
of the year and awarded the
O. Z. Whitehead prize.
Critics greeted the play with
such remarks as: "The characters are brought to squirming
life by a gift for pungent and
frequently very funny d·alogue."
Another critic, writing for the
lriIb 8uncl&y Press, said: "Not

only is "AU Gods Die on Friday" not worshipful and. senti·
mental; it is anti-worshipful and
downright sardonic. It Is a critique and an analysis of the dependence of the small ones of
the world on the great:'
The play was based on the
reactions of tavern characters
to th~ death of John F. Ken_
nedy, in McDonnell's native
Elizabeth, New Jersey.
Though the tone and background of the two plays differ
greatly, both are threaded with
McDonnell's peculiar sensitivity
to the Irish rationale and with
generous portions of bitin& Irish
humor.
"Miss O"·is much more of a
1>hilosophical exercise than was
"All Gods," asserting as It does
that it is Man and not God
who creates human problems.
And Miss 0 herself, played by
Miriam McCann, is the play's
God figure, viewing the goings
on the flat below her through a
hole In the ceiling.
"Miss 0" Is set In a bed-sitter
In a Georgian house In Dublin.
The landlord manhandles the
remnants of his gracious house
without regard for the demands
of tradition or any sense of
responsibility to the past.
He believes that the destruction of any vestige of foreign
Influence, even as expressed in
200 year old bricks and mortar,
is holy work, and for all his
piety and patriotism he Is not
unlike his nihiI:stic Irish-AmerIcan tenant, Jack Meehan, who
Is also preoccupied with the
pait but in his case U's the

Irish rather than the English
Thing that troubles him.
All his life Jack bas had the
Irish myth rammed down his
throat by a father who never
really left Ireland, and he goes
to Ireland at last to play the
truth game: to find out what
the real score Is - and not so
much to establish a link with
his past, the normal tourist act,
as to destroy it.
The trip to Ireland is anything but a holiday for his pretty wife and baby, whom he
drags all over wUd bogs In
search of "the cow shed his
father was born In.''
"If," the wife lays, "all the
relatives who turned up were
authentic, his family was either
over-sexed or Incestuous:'
Another character reminds
her, though, that "Yankee relations is a big industry in some
parts of this country."
Mrs. Meehan Is on the verge
of hysteria as she tells of her
husband's quest for the birth
place of the primal Meehan and
his subsequent desecration of it.
He urinates on It - "right on
the very spot" _ with all the
relations gathered around, wildeyed with drink and puffing
from the dancing.
The ritual destrucUon of the
father's memory complete, the
Meehans repair to the capitol
where the exorcism or ancestral
voices continues. The play c0ncludes there with Miss 0 making the ultimate sacrifice by
hurling herself to her death to
shock the Meehans into an ap(Continued OD Pace 4)
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Poll Shows Sophomores' Mood'
(CoaUauecl from Pap 1)

Black students should have
their own donn.
yes
3.1%
no
96.9%
A biack studies program
should be Instituted at Fairfleld!
yes
58.7%
no
41.3%
Do you feel that prejudice
(racial) is prevalent at Fairfield University?
to a large degree 32.7%
to a small degre 64~
Do you believe in interraclal
dating!
67.2%
yeo
32.8%
no
Would you date a girl of a
different color!
y..
61.4%
no
38.6%

McDonnell's 'Miss 0'
(Continued from Pace S)

predation of life - a sort of ul·
timate juridical act.
Alec Reid, writing tor the
1riah Times. commented: "Mr.

McDonnell, an American, has
been long enough among us to
contract our native passion for
the mixed form, be it trag:!·
comedy or reaUstlc fantasy,"
"Miss 0," though in fact a
deadly serious business, is a
play of ideas skirting the b0rders of allegory. It has plenty
of direct, down.tcH:'arth humor
It ends with a remark like
Sartre's 'HeU is other people:
but the road to Mr. McDonnell'.
cosmic aphorism begins in a
world of comic handymen,
grasping property owners and
eccentric old ladies . . . It
takes time for the playwright
to establish the convention in
which he wants to work. Once
he has done so, he says his say
with vigor and urgency and
manages to raise a number of
interesting questions as he goes
along. In the end he rewards
us fairly, even generously, but
we have to be willing to take
a good deal on trust."
John Jordan, writing in HI·
bend&. called the play "power-iul and well-played." And an
anonymous critlc, writing in the
European edition of TIme. selected six plays from the festival's 24 productions as beIng
of the tl.rst order and "Miss
0" was OIle of the six.
He wrote: "At the outset it
must be confessed that there
are no obvious un-arguable

AC1<lEY'S ATlANTIC
SERVICE
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Cor. Post Ro.Jd
and South Benson
F.irfield. Conn.
Fltcme 259-6472
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SERVICE

tl.rsts . . . The Lantern Theatre
maintained its tradition of intelligent. unusual plays and if
"Miss 0" by Michael McDonnell did not succeed completely.
it was all the same a worth-.
while example of experimental
theatre. Professor McDonnell
gives us a rich draught of au·
thentic theatre. involving each
of us in his work. securing the
complete suspensioo of disbelief. He makes biB audience
work."
In addition to his two produced plays Mc.Donneli has
completed three other works.
two of which he considers a
sheer apprentice work. "If in
fact everything I've written till
now isn't apprentice work."
An adaptation of Llam O'Flaherty's novel, The Martyr. entitled "Up Now, Lazarus," will
be produced at the same Lantern Theatre this Spring If the
author's permJ.ssion is fortbcoming.
A ·one-act play, "Naked in
Heaven," was read at Fair:tl.eld
University in 1968. '!bough generally considered W1Successful
by the playwright it dealt half
serIously with the early monastic tradition of monks and nuns
sleeping together to gaIn graces
fbI' resisting the inevitable
temptation. In McDonnell's play,
a young hun and a young monk
do not receive thc graces.
McDonnell, a 1959 graduate
of Fairfield University, received
his Master's degree from Villanova University and is currently completing his doctoral dissertation following studies at
Trinity College in Dublin.
One of his professors at Trinity was tamed Irish poet Brendan Kennelly, who, on a visit
to the Fairfield University play_
house, addressed the gathering
saying "1 only wish that I could
be as well known In Falrtl.eld
someday as Michael McDonnell
Is In Dublin."
If Professor McDonnell's nom·
ination for the Guggenheim Is
successful he plans to travel
back to Ireland to write a play
he has been researc~ for
three years, based on the life
of Michael Collins, the Irish
patriot. McDonnell considers
Collins to have been the great.est Irishman of all time, sub--

For the minority (3.1%) who
believe that there Is no prejudice at Fairfield and for the
majority (64.2%) who feel there
is prejudice to a small degree,
I pose the following Question:
Wouldn't prejudice to a large
degree be abnost % of those
polled (32.6%) being opposed to
the enrollment of more black
students! Also how are we In
good conscience to rationalize
the acceptance of more blacks
(444) just barely receiving more
points than immediate 24 hr.
parietals (402 points).
These questions concerning
the black students may appear
to be discriminatory In them·
selves. They do not intend to
be. Their purpose is to uncover
to what extent prejudice exists
which I feel they have ·done.
certainly a Questionnaire given
by a white student to predominantly white students, asking If
there should be more black students only reflects the previous
policies by the administration
which the students have willingly accepted, and never Questioned. Obviously there must be
more black students at Fairfield Immediately to rectify this
situation.
I uk the admissions olfice
whether Fairfield can ever ex·
ist as a diversifted intellectual
community when 98.5% of those
polled were raised in the Ca~
olic faith. A university should
contain members: of many races
and religions. We must move
towards this diversitl.ed c0mmunity and away from the student body made up of white.
middle and upper.middle class,
Catholic high school graduates.

Do you believe that today's
cities are in a state.of crisis!
yes
92.3%
no
7.7~
After &raduation, would you
prefer to live In the mburbs or
country rather than the city!
yes
86.9%
no
13.1%

R. Tyler Appointed
To Advisory Council

Swnmlt StreeL

College, Tyler received: a muter's degree in education from
Boston College and master's In
business administration from
New York University, where
he was awarded the Personnel
Administrators Thesis prize.

Richard F. Tyler of Fair:tl.eld,
manager of industrlal relations
in the optical technology division of the Perkin-Elmer Corporation, Norwalk. has been appointed to the Advisory Council
of Fairfield University's Bureau
or Public and Business Administration, It was announced recently by bureau director 'Ibeodore M. Belfanti.
Mr. Tyler joined Perkln-EI·
mer in 1959 and has held his
present position since 1967. His
advisory capacity will include
aid in the development of pertinent programs to be conducted
by the bureau for members of
the varIous segments of the
business community.
A graduate of Holy Cross

A fonner teacher in Baltimore and engineering departmen administrator with Slko....
sky Aircraft Division, Tyler is
an instructor In industrial relations management at the University of Bridgeport. A member of the Danbury Chamber
of Commerce and the Personnel
Advisory Board of DanbW7
Hospital, he is a frequent I~
turer for the American Man·
agement Association, of which
he is a member.

Travel Abroad This Summer. East European
Trip. Only 4 More Seats Avoilab!e for trip
To East Europe. Startinq June a. Retumie9
July 6.

Cost $450. including everything.

For Information Contact
Dr. Czamanski

If you were born
after 1948,
you're in luck.
If yo...·re under 22, you CDn join
lbe: TWA Yo...lh Club.
Which means Utal everytime you
fiywilh us in the lXlDtinenUlI U.s..
you11 get 40% of( reg...lar coa("h fares.
on a $WIdby basis.
If ..-e don·llIy ..·~ you wanllO
JO (and we 8rlO 42 cities around the
Q)UDuy),jUSl take anotb:nirline. You
can 1Ii11 UIC our Youth Cub Card.
Youcanabouse)'OUrcardfor
d],oounu at the Hillon and Shmolon

8

92.3% believe that the cities
are in a state of crisis and only
13.1% say that they would prefer to live in the city after
graduation. ·Here the majority
ject, he admits. to ariW11ent
from partisans of Eamoo I)e..
Valera.
If and when be travels, YoDonnell will be accompanied by
his wife Patricia and their
three cllildren, Kevin, Colleen
and the recently-arrlved sean
with whom be resldes at 499

lern. If our generation makes
the same mistake of ignoring
the cities as the previous generation has and allows this
problem to slide it could develop
beyond repair.
Next week: Vietnam, Rell·
gion, and the draft.

fits into the trend of deserting
the cities, leaving it to its own
fateful ruin and in the meantime adding to the populated
suburbia. The answer to this
grievous problem is not settlcd
by leaving the city. We must
all be educated on this prob-

HOlds.·
All of which means our Youth
Cl...b Card can save you loads of
money. Which isn't bad fOf a $3.00

card.
JUSl m.1Iil in your application with
all UEQCorftCt information, anddon·1
....-ony about il.
Your applicalion "''On', be re;eaed.

TW'A
M.

YOUTH CLUB

lO£NTlfICAIION CAlIo APPLICATION
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SOUND OFF
By CHRISTOPHER SPE."'ICE

The United States today
faces a multitude of problems
(as it always has), m'l"l)' of
Wilich threaten her very existence. It Is dirric....lt to iJelllily
and to put Into some sort of
o,·,jer, the most Important onC'S.
but by the use of the following
criterion I think I ean beKin to
sort things out. Which of these
problems, if solved do I feel
will destroy America first
Of paramou-:-.l· !mportance Is
the solution to the war In Vietnam. I think that Wltil this conflict Is resolved no serious and
meaningful work on the other
problelTll can be done. The war
Is consuming a staggering
amount of hWJ).llll life and concern and a totally disproportionate amount of American
dollars. Its continuation is so
sapping the Intellectual and
economic resources of this
country that unless our involvement is stopped, our problems
will eonsume us.
TI\ese other problems are (in
order of their priority): 1. Infation, 2. Urban Redevelopment
and Poverty, 3. Population Control, 4. Environmental PurifiCation and 5. Resource Conservation.
I think these five problems
are fundamental threats to our
very exlstence, both as a nation and as Individuals. The
problems of inflation control
and urban redevelopment and
poverty (and by this I mean
racial bigotry, education. unemployment, crime, housing,
and the thousands of other
problems facing our dties) are
threatening our existence as a
nation. If Whites will ~ to
accept and respect blacks and
to share with them equally the
opportunities for employment,
edueation, housing and selfrespect; if blacks in twn will
continue in their efforts to attain these same goals, we can
start to find solutions.
It is my opinion that the American government's lack of
action concerning the problems
of overpopulation, environmental pollution and resource exploitation borders on criminal
negllgence. The first three problems I have mentioned are being
dealt with with some energy,
but the three latter points are
being all but Ignored. I, unfortunately, do not have the
space to recount the staggering
statistics concerning these problems, but I do have the space
to urge every reader of this
paper to look Into these problems. If we, as minute individuals, feel we can do nothing
about most of the major problems In America today, we can,
at least, do something about
overpopulation. It is our responsibility to our children to do all
we can.

• • •

By ROBERT LANGDON

National priorities - an in·
terestlng phrase. Now In vogue,
now not. Merely one of those
rallying cries the "young committed" ritualistically chant or
subtly toss into a carefree discussion T No, there's more to
the concept than that
Item: of every $1,000 to be
spent by the federal government in !\seal year 1970, $31.29
will go tor all federal activity
in the 6eld of eduea lion.
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QUESTION": What" your opln.lon of our nation'. domestic

prioriU~

Gallagher
(CoDtlnued from Page 1)

Item: of every l.lXIO to be
spent etc., :522.30 will go for
everything lhe federal government does in the field of health.
Item: of every $1,000 to be
ilpent etc" $2.60 will go tow8l'd
the federal fight against poilulion.
Item: of every $1,000 to be
spent etc" $.91 will be spent
towards assistance to urban
mass transit (railroads),
A total of $57 while at the
same time 417.60, Interestingly
enough, of that $1,000 Is going
towards maintaining a "solid
defense position."
Cities rot - and with them
social solidarity and organization.
Children starve shivering In
the winter cold of an unheated
Harlem fiat - and with them
the chances for their entire generation.
Rivers, lakes, marshlands,
and atmosphere die - and with
them the base upon which all
life rests.
Indeed then. there are such
things as national priorities and this nation's are upsidedown,

• • •

By JOSEPH F, BERARDINO

The major domestic problems
facing our nation are to be
found In the urban areas. For
the federal government to
Ignore the cities" at this time
would prove to be catastrophic
for the cities, and by extentlon,
the country. Therefore, in order
to properly attack the major
domestic priorities of the country the government should ~
QiRize the needs in the cities.
I feel that the prime Issue
of the 70's Is going to be the
Issue of law and order. The
United States ended the 60's
with a groundswell of support
for law and order and swept
Nixon-Agnew in the hopes of
their reversing the trend ~
wards violence. The only effective means of dealing with
this law and order problem Is
to confront it at its strongest
point: i.e. the cities. If the cities
are given more help to attack
the growing crime rate then
the country will beneftt as a
whole.
Following the law and order
question In our priorities should
be the pollution question. By
the late 60's this problem was
listed as one of the primary
problems facing our major
citles. The government must as·
sume the lead In dealing with
this problem and must take
both a regulatory and a financially supporting role In assuring that our cities resolve
their problem adequately and
swiftly,
It should be self-evident that
the nation must orient its d<>mestic programs in tenns of Its
cities. By partially assuming the
financial burden of solving
these problems and relegating
the authority of working out
the solutions to the individual
cities the country might best
atack these outlined problems
and solve them adequately. The
question of individual priorities
Is academic. The fact that tllese
problems must be dealt with by
the aid of the cities Is crucial
ot an adequate and comprehensive effort to solve our many
domestic problems.

By GEORGE J. VUTURO
A Nation, a government, a republic, as dynamic as the United
States 'Of America should focus
Its orientation on the people
who compose it. When one
speaks of a nation's domestic
priorities, the first and most
primary concern should be the
people. It Is all too orten that
a nation gets involved with
foreign policy to an extent that
it overlooks domestic problems.
Our government should concentrate more on the relation
of people to other people by
providing programs In which
people ean express and relate
themselves to others. This Is
basic to any group of people. A
coUection of people In their relating to themselves as individuals and in their relation to the
group as a whole, becomes the
basis for any activities they
undertake,
With the above as the primary priority, other domestic
priorities logically follow. The

efficient running of a government also appears to be a major priority. If a government
nms efficiently, or perhaps it
would be better to say, that if
a govenment strives to run efficiently, realizing as its pri.
mary concern, the good and
well being of the people, it
would follow that we would be
left with a kind of iovernment
that woul dactually accomplish
what we established It to do.
Of course what actually is "the
good and well being of the people" Is of tremendous impel'·
tance. However I believe that a
very appropriate definition can
be derived from a work known
to us as the Constitution.
Regardless of what priorities
follow or In what order they
follow In. If the above mentioned ;,ecame an obeesslon on
the part of our nation rather
than just an Idle word In a
fleeting conversation, I wonder
if there would stlll be children
starving in America.

Urban Corps Supplies Jobs
The creation of the Urban
Corps of Greater Bridgeport
was announced jointly by Henry
W. Littlefield, Chairman of the
Board of the Higher Education
Center for Urban Studies, and
Mayor Hugh C. Curran of the
City of Bridgeport. The Urban
Corps of Greater Bridgeport is
a division of the Metropolitan
Regional Council Urban COrpli
of New York.
A program designed at provide work experience for college students In departments of
the city administration, the Urban Corps will initially provide
20 job opportunities in the City
01 Bridgeport. to eliglble students under the Federal Col·
Ieee-Work Study Program presently operating through the FInancial Aid Offices of Fair6eld
University, Housatonic Community College, sacred Heart
University, and the University
of Bridgeport. It is anticipated
that In time It will be possible
to have job opportunities in the
suburban
communities
surrounding Bridgeport Fairfield, Stratford, Trumbull, Monroe, and Easton.
Five openings will be available to eligible Fairfield U. students for the spring semester.
Additional opportunities may be
available during the summer
months In the Urban Corps not
only in the Bridgeport area. but
in other communities. ~ allocation of federal funds will,
of necessity, determine the number of students that can be
placed Based on the guidelines
established by the Office of
Education for administration of
the Federal College WorkStudy Program, the criteria of
financial need will be the basis
for approval of students for jobs
with the Urban Corps. Job assignments will be made by the
Urban Corps in consideration of
skills as they relate to particular openings. The Financial
Aid Office will have a listing of
available jobs In the near fu·
ture.
Students interested in participating In the Urban Corps are
Invited to make application
through the financial aid O«ice.
(Can. Room 6).
The local direction of the Urban Corps of Greater Bridge-

port will be maintained by the
Higher Education center for
Urban Studies, a student director and his starr - yet to be
appointed. That director will
work with Mrs. Dionne McNeill,
director of the Metropolitan Regional Urban Corps, and with
the financial aid officers of the
participating colleges and uni·

tee by the use of our sheer numbers. If we must use the tactics
of petition and demonstration
then a United Student Body will
be necessary. We all have a
long way to travel as Students
and members of this Communi·
ty, and that distance will be
traversed much more quickly
if we do it together. For that
reason, I ~sk you to vote toda:y,
and give all your support to
whomever Is elected. A President supported by the Student
Body will be successful in the
coming crucial weeks and
months.
DerlllY Gallagber

Reinhard
(Coatlaued rr- Pap 1)
a bi-partite curriculum c0mmittee.
Finally, let me say that to
vote in the election does not
entitle a student to sit back for
the rest of the year and let
the government get thInp done.
Our only power lies in our num·
bees, and if we are t& accomplish anything In the next year
we must use this power to our
advantage. A president can do
nothing alone, but with eighteen-hundred students working
with him we can succeed.
Thank you.
Jeff RelDhard

versities In determining new directions and programs.

In Honor Of No One
By DOUGLAS MENAOH

The emphasis on this campus seems to be one of protesting
one's innocence rather than anything of greater honor. The Fal_
statrlan concept of honor fares well at Fairfield, and certainly,
this is a poor criterion of acceptance among fellow peers. But, of
late, I feel that one of us has been defiled without cause, I'm re-felTing to Bob Murphy, a member of the class of '71. Mr. Murphy
has been accused of political opportunism, racism, and last, but
certainly not least, of dishonor. He has been accused of these
atrocities in the midst of foreigners to his cause. He docs, indeed,
give the impression of all these, but I am of the belief that there
is more to this man than just what we myopically see. I believe,
above all else about him, that he is an honorable person, and as
such, has been unjustly crillcized. After talking with him at some
length, I have come to the opinion, that he Is an honest person,
of honorable Intent, even If what he seeks Isn't exactly what I
am striving for. Having been accused of racism, he sought an
audience before the Afro-Am society - something I'm sure few
of us would do. He even approached a group of his arch enemiespolitically of course - and spent the time and effort explaining
his position to deaf ears. I believe that such a person deserves
the credit of being called honorable, despite what one may thInk
about his policies,
Mr. Murphy has been eve:- constant In his expediencies, and
because of this, he has found himself the object of much controversy.
It is because he has allowed himself to become such an object
that I would find it hard to vote for him for any office. I don't
think he Is capable of co~manding respe<:t or nominating authorIty from his person. He has been utterly ill advised in his politic-lng, hesitating and even hedging on many important Issues here
at Fairfield University, and should now resign himself to his selfearned political obscurity.

Bob Murphy has become an Identity on this campus, and
what is worse, he has become an alter ego even to himself. But.
there is more to the man than only that. It Is this more which I
would point out.
His policies are too moderate to be considered useful for
possible reform on this campus. It has been proven time and time
again that you can't work through the Sl'"Stem on this campus, and
you're foolish to think you can. His intentions devalue themselves
in light of this, and I don't understand why he can't see this as
so. His strivings become meaningless in the wake of his failures.
H's honor becomes defiled in the storms of meaningful radicalism.
So, we must leave the Bob Murphys behind; leaving them to wonder
why, when all their Intentions were honorable 008.

PaQe Sill

THE

Radio Clubbed
To the Editor:
Over the past five years or so, there
.has developed at Fairfield an autwnnal
tradition whieh has become a part of
the standard operating procedure of our
university. In the middle of September
the student body is infonned that
WVOF, the campus radio station, will
be broadcasting at 900 kilocycles on the
A.1I,t dial, and will present music and
campus info:mation for the enjoyment
and edification of the community. For
a perled of time, never more than seven
da)'s in length. the students, particularly
the freshmen, listen in hopes of seeing
lhe station's promises fulfilled. After
nauSea sets In. they wisely return to the
inane drivel of such superior stations as
W,\BC AM. The Voice of Fairfield then
languishes in obscurity until the advent
of the basketball season.
Last winter, at the annual Radio Club
elections. there was the promise of better days. Plans were made for a carriercurrent system and a new broadcasting
location. The failu~e of the club's executive board to smoothly carry out this
promise and its subsequent lack of responsibility has prompted me to end my
twc;)'ear association with the organization.
The station was off the air for the
greater part of the first semester due
to the failure of its olTicers to prepare
cont;ngcmcy broadcasting plans in the
event of a delay in the transferral of its
studio. The malfeasance of the executive
beard borders on the criminal when one
considers the promises they made and
the power entrusted to them by the
members of the club.
Several months ago the station ran a
week-iong marathon In an attempt to
raise funds and promote its cause. The
publicity stunt was well-timed, as the
Black takeover of XaVier Hall presented
an excellent opportuntty to show the
importance of the immediacy ot WVO?'s
medium of communication. TI'LC current
station manager and the current president, then station manager and vice-prC'Sident, respectively, failed utterly in
their capacities as important officials of
th(' club.
The former (whose v('rbal effluvia befoM'. during, and since that time might
w('II be transcrilx'd and published under
th(' title, "The Warmth and Wit of
Middle America"), e!T('ctively removed
himseU from the scene at the height
of Ih(' crisis. The latter (in whose d~
fense it may be said that he has never,
5a\'(' for an oceas:onal malapropism or
outburst of su~hllman be-stiality, given
any indication of possessing a central
nervous system), unlx'lievably, actually
left campus Ix'fore th(' situation was
reseh·('d. Such irresponsibllily cannot
and wou~d not be condoned in any successful campus organization.
I !)('!i('ve that it is only prOp('r for the
Student Gov('rnment to investigate an
organizalion more lhoroughly Ix'fore it
grants two thousand dollars which may
well go for naught, and tor the individ.
ual student to question the right of that
gO\'('rnment to squand('r a part of his
aCI;vitiNl f('(' on such a dubious proj('ct
as WVOF.
J. F. McManus "n

• • •

Bon Mot No. 2
To th(' Editor:
We have observro the various attacks
of those who say that there is a lack
of social activity on the Fairfield campus.
These "malcont('nts" claim there Is
nothing to do h('re on the We('kNms.
Lct's get the record straight. Two weeks
ago we spent a rath('r enjoyable and
provocative three days at this Jesuit
Institution. It was kicked off Friday
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night with a class of '70 mixer, Aside
from the truckload of debutantes pre;
vided by the local high schools, ther('
were other forms of entertainment:
music, drinking, and boxing. Saturday
night began with our attendance at the
weekly Raquel Welch movie. We mar·
veiled at its welJ..structured and aesthct·
Ically breath-taking plot. Establishing
an intense dramatic foreplay the story
hastened toward an orgasmic-like climax
which stunned the audience into vocal
participation. The group regained its
composure and then proceeded to the gym
to witness the long awaited grudt:e
match against Fairleigh Dickinson Univ.
ersity. As one could tell by the obviously
low score (49-47), the tilt was a triumphant display of defensive execution. AI,
most exhausted, we trekked to the latest
source of social activity on campus called
"The Puddle". Its intimate atmosphere.
created by a unique blend of cindcrblock
and fishnet put us in the mood for reverie. One of us wail fortunate enough
to provide background ('ntertalnmcnt
which nicely complemented the Intell{'(>
tual exchange between lhe faculty. the
students and their dates. The sleeper of
the week('nd occurred on Sunday. We
happened to stumble in on an cxclusive

concert by the Glee Club. For thirty
seconds, the straw·hatted Bensonlans
wooed us with their "haircut harmony",
The weekend was wrapped up by an
intramural game SUnday night. xavier
4 battled Campus Center Basement on
even tenns while the campus jocks con...
mented on the sidelines. TIle score Is
still unknown because the contest ended
in a sportsmanlike fight which wounded
the pride of three players and a Jesuit.
So there it is ~ art, entertainment, athletics, social life, and intellectual stimulation in one short weekend. AlI "StagS"
should look into their hearts and ask
who is really to blame for their unevent·
Cui social life. REMEMBER, LIFE AT
FAlRflElD IS WHAT YOU MAKE IT.
Joseph Rusao, renegade mlnstrd
John Sheerau, fDture hU5band
David Marlow,
hlD:!ha de

rraa

Fa.lr:fIeld
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Parking

•

wt Blues

To the Editor:

horrendous lack of proper maint
on this campus. Being an off c
commuter I cannot speak about
lions in the donns, but I would
indulge in some self~pity and rell
own personal experiences. Beca
lack of adequate parking faciliti~
forced to park my car In the b
the gym. This area resembles !hi
Ing site of Apollo 11. Unfortum
drive a Rambler not a moonCl
The potholes are becoming so hUI
students need assistance to pull
selves out after falling into one.
good weather of September I 5(
sprained my ankle after trippln.
a boulder left lying about back
Come December and new p!'
arose. The uncleared snow and ic
bined to form strange "ice I
which had the effect of steel spr
the tires of my car. Luckily it 01
suited in one fiat so far this ye
course all commuters are famili~
the game called "pushing the I
the ice." But now the spring th!
begun and we are greeted wi
charming sound of the mud suci!
down into the ground. I have est
that counting the expenses f(
sprained ankle. the new tire, af
pa;rs to car, and cleaning of dotl
bill comes to $150. Just deduct I
the tuition increase.

Much has been written about the

The Oracle Revisited
By RICH ZOGAL

Joseph Berge

ONE MAN
By G. SJI\ION HARAK

ELEGY TO DR. GRASSI
"Y('s, yes.
. ah, yes I \mow th(' man," was the reply a
comrad(' had r('ccntly made to me wh('n asked If he was acquainted
with a particular "personality." Needless to say, I had chosen to
let loose, or sail adrift as the saying goes, on a topic of conversa·
tion, which I must admit, is on the mInds of many a student here
at '01 Fairfieid. Undoubtedly, the sett;ng and mood of the locality
was sheer inspiration to sea:-ching Intellects. (We had met in a
local gin mill.)
This personagc, I might add, was a true comrade-in-anns, a
veritable "good time Charly," a frier.d whom you could surely
depend on in case you were coerced into brushing up on the "bud·
dy" system in your n('ighbor's pool. This was a man in whom I
had the deepest trust, a man who would sacrtfice all, and without
the least of reservations, gladly confide m me,
And so we began our conversation. It follows . . .
"Dr. Grassi," grimaced Joe Loof, "Is a 'good' man. I truly
admire the fellow. Why he is everything the typically conservative,
static, dull·witt('d, 'dog--collared' dl~hard of a pupil dreams of
becoming. How could it Ix' oth('rwise? I am positive, and adamant
in my opinion. that he is the Idol of minons of Fairfield scholars.
Look at his credcntials. A Ph.D. in Philoso;Xiy and the chainnan
ot his department. Incidentaliy, a struggling, completely absurd,
and an extremely dt'Sperate all--out sales pitch of a d~partment
which most assuredly has the unfathomable herculean dilemma
of endeavoring to shackle unwary and misinformed students Into
the ever-binding shackles of Its domain."
By this tim(' I was on thc threshold of complete revelry, even
to the pinnacle of naus('a. Still the talk continued . . .
"Look at lhe character, mentality, and pe:-sonality of the
man. Why he Is Apollo personified, an erudite man of letters, a
white pillar of wisdom, a respectable gentleman, an arrogant yet
consid('rate intellectual, a Romeo of the philosophical spirit,"
After h('aring all this and knowing the nature of the man,
my solc reaction was on(' of utter stu['ll"raction. "Could this be th('
same Dr. Grassi I was familiar with, Surely not," thought I, for
this portrait of him was in complete contract to that image In the
'real' world:'
So after hearing this extendcd ('ulogy, and I might add sheer
nopsense, I came to the most logical and yet unusual conclu.<;ion
ever conceived. My comrade was simply a "chump," He _ ,
beyond the least uncertainty In this assumption, "drunk as a
skunk," as the cliche goes. Completely Inebriated, a onc(' sober
and intelligent rationality had been twisted Into the contortions of
untold madn('ss.
So needs must w(' bow our heads In sorrow for a victim or
the most disastrous calamity. A mind of the profoundest intellectuality, logic, and veracity had been hurled into the dismal shadows
of unconscious insanity and pandemonium. Ultimately, I fell prey
to a catastrophl(' sentiment of sympathy for my friend. For now
he was a creature of the ncetum, clutched into the devastatin&'
tentacles of Intoxication. Fate alone, now held the balance.

No doubt we all have read or heard of the great hOI
corded to Martin Looney: he has ('arned the Woodrow
Award.

I spoke with Martin after he had won the award. V
complim('nted him on his "personal achievement," he Intel
me, "And It made me feel happy to represent Fairfield as 1
I could:' As our athletes represent us in sports, so Martin I
was glad to have represented us in academics. For those
who are fortunate enough to know Martin personally, w
perhaps share vlcarIGusJ)' in his achievement. But in as m
Martin is a product of Falrfl('ld, all Fairfield - students, f
administration - participates repre5l'lDlaU\'el)' in his honor.
Perhaps, then, we who share in his honor should alsc
something of his struggle.

Last summer, Martin Looney was stricken with a':1hl
arthritis In every part of his body. Marti:l has a knack fo:
statements. "I had a three-day bout with the fiu," he ell
"When I woke up next morning, I couldn't move." But 1
moving by the time classes started in September. Now \l
dents know what an effort It Is to "keep up," even under:
conditions, And most of us will even excuse ourselves !ron
because of a headache. Yet In spite of his pain, Martin (:IE
in his studies, maintaining the same high scholastic aver
had had In his first three years at FaIrfield. One cold, dar
in October, we spoke outside a classroom. I asked "hc.w II
and he shook his head. "Some days it exhausts me even b
clas,'l," Then he laughed. "It's like trying to box with YOUI
taped to your chest."
Those of us who follow sports know that any great a
ment Is due, In part, to the athlete's "pride" in his work.
Looney, too, has pride In his work. Yet that very pride add
another dimension of "pain" to his life. "The thing of It w
said, "the physical helplessness." One day I watched from
as Chuck Scalese patiently helped Martin onto the sidewall
could start the long walk to first J)('riod class. I wond('re
motlvat('d Martin to continue his studies and classwork. J
It was that "prld('" already spoken of. But it is One Man's
that he was motivated by that same "respect for truth,"
the Student Handbook states Is the "driving force of Oll
munity,"
It Is difficult to speak objectively of such courage. Bul
from his struggle with pain, the fact remains that Martin
achieved a scholastic excellence. It was that excellence whl
recognized by the Woodrow Wilson Committee. May On
then, offer tribute to Martin Looney; and through Martin I
tribute to Falrlleld University, the school that produced
scholar. the school he was "happy to. represent"
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The High Cost of Teaching
Last week, 73 faculty members signed a petition that called for
an across-the-board increase in salaries. As this editorial goes to press,
they await a reply from the University President expected to take the
form of a rejection.
Certainly the faculty desperately needs the money. Per capita
income for this county - home of most faculty, the nation's most
affluent and one of its most expensive - rose 64.2% in the 1960s;
but the cost of living index kept in hot pursuit, rising 8.1 % in 1968-69
alone. Teachers' salaries - especially here - have risen by nowhere
near 64.2%. Buying power, tied to increments based on obsolete economic projections and militant frugality, has declined. The inevitable
exodus of highly-praised but sorely-pressed faculty has already
begun.
An interesting parallel is underway at the University of Bridgeport. There, a $250 tuition hike was announced, ostensibly for faculty
salaries. There, the faculty organized itself and demanded $720,000
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The biggest winner in last week's primary were the students
themselves. 955 of them voted - an outright majority of their total
number and a record. When one considers it was in fact only a
primary, it is an even more powerful litmus test of student interest.
If there was a loser, it was the elections provision of the Student
Government Constitution. Heeding its literal formalities held up the
elections for two days, and its runoff provision forces Mr. Gallagher,
who got an outright 52 percent, to engage in an anticlimactic runoff.
A valuable week has been wasted - a week that prolongs Mr. Mariani's lame-duck status, that prolongs the interregnum between administrations, and that puts the new President in even more of a bind
dealing with the March 15 deadline for academic change. This section
of the Constitution needs amending.

The New SAM
The Student Action Movement was formed in the fall of 1967
with considerable fanfare. It soon dissolved out of fragmentation. The
Fairfield chapter of Students for a Democratic Society formed in the
fall of 1968 with considerable fanfare. It soon dissolved out of hostility and official harassment.
Things have changed. Many of those original activists have
matriculated, soured on change, or joined the Student Government.
The Government itself is no longer the experiment in junior citizenship it had long been. But many students remain outside it, longing
for off-campus activity and more radical approaches within the
university.
Now, there is a new Student Action Movement, founded under
the auspices of John Mekrut. Its first meeting was less swamped than
the other two, but there is a sounder prescription for success. For
one, Mr. Mekrut has experience in the Government and Moratorium
and has extensive contacts to call on for aid and projects. For another, SAM took a quick action in endorsing the faculty salary drive.
We hope SAM meets with success.
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ED. NOTE: Letters to the EdItor do not reflect Stag
policy. They should be brief and direct. We reserve the right
to edit letters. Authors will be notified when possible. All
letters must be signed. Names will be withheld upon worthy
request. Columns do not reflect Stag policy. Editorials reflt-ct
the consensus of the EdItorial Board. The Editorial Manager
authors them except in extraordinary cases,

in raises under implied threats of strike. Collective bargaining has
be~un, and will inevitably extract money Bridgeport's administration
insisted it could not give before.
In all this, students and faculty are in the same boat. A student
pays more tuition year by year, yet as he goes along security and
maintenance decline and his financial aid is cut back - by no accident. A faculty member. if he does not wish to commute, must live
and raise children under the worst inflationary spiral in the nation's
history. He must incur debts while he sees teachers from Warde and
Ludlowe live better than he does. And he must endure. as in December, 1968, the announcement of a tuition increase for faculty
salaries, which he knows is untrue.
A university is an academic experiment involving faculty and
students. Their needs and wants should always have top priority;
but as costs go up and both segments voice their gripes about the
inadequacy of their welfare. it seems increasingly obvious that Fairfield's priorities have been altered somewhere along the way.

Independent Studies
The most surprising factor about the proposed Independent
Studies program is the fact that it has been done by freshmen.
The authoritative research of successful programs elsewhere and
the compelling urgency of its persuasion are visible and impressive
proof that the Class of 1973 has an untapped potential for leadership.
Alarmed by widespread alienation in its own ranks about Fairfield's
academic retardation and motivated by the long duration ahead of
them here. the pro${ram's authors have committed themselves to
meanin~ful and rapid change. Their commitment deserves instant
recognition from all segments of the University. Their initial response
from Fr. McInnes - that as President he could not approve it but
he could deal with anyone who perturbed him in pushing it - is
hardly the way to nourish nascent idealism. It is hopeful, however,
that other avenues will open up for these students who mean to prove
to us that, for Fairfield, innovation requires imitation. Father McInnes
himself opened up one such avenue by endorsing the program in a
letter to Dr. Garrity.
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Music

Walero
By PAT LONG

Simon and Garfunkel are like that little girl with the curl - when they are
good, they are very good, but when they are bad they're horrid. This inconsistence
of Quality is very much in evidence on the duo's new album on Columbia Bridge
Over Troubled Watera (very,--.:a~p~t=l~y--::.n:a:m~e:d~)~.~
_
Every album that Simon and
Garfunkel have produced has
been fiawed. In their Bookends
album there was the annoying
"Voices of Old People," and in
P&I"Iley.
R~ lWld
Th)'ne "The Big Bright Green
Pleasure Machine," "A Simple
Desultory Philippic" and "7
O'Clock News-SUent Night"
served to ruin an otherwise excellent album.

sace,

The duo's new album is eer·
tainly no exception to their past
standards. In fact. out of the
eleven songs on the album there
are only five which I consider
to be good. - "Bridge Over
Troubled Waters," "El Condor
Pasa," '''lbe Boxer," "'Ylle Only
Living Boy In New York" and
"Song for the Asking." Of the
other songs, I lind "Cecilia"
"Keep the Customer Satisfleld"
and "Why Don't You Write Me"
not even worthy of discussion.
"Bye Bye Love," which Is recorded live, Is "cute" at their concerts when they perform It as
an encore but has no business
being on an album. I was shocked to hear Paul Simon use a
hackneyed line like "architects
may come and architects may

go" in his mawkishly sentimental "So Long. Frank lloyd
Wright."
Believe it or not. I do not
consider this a bad album. In
fact. if it was by a new group
I would probably be praising it
and suggesting that you
should go out and buy the album. But I am speaking about
Simon & Gartunkel and I have
come to expect much more from
them. Even if they put out two
albwns a year, this offering
might be excusable. But the
fact is that they put out an
album about every two years
and thus each album should be
almost perfect.

Not to be completely derogatory, however, there are some
excellent songs on the album.
"Bridge Over Troubled Waters"
Is one of the best songs that
Simon & Garfunkel has ever
done. ''The Only Living Boy In
New York" depicts Paul SImon's loneliness when Art Gar-funkel went down to Mexico to
film Catch·22. In this song it Is
interesting that he alludes to
Garfunkel as Tom, which used

to be his name when they recorded "Hey SChoolgirl" under
the billing of Tom and Jerry
many years ago. "'The Boxer"
touchingly tells the familiar
story of the washed-up pugilist
who finds that the only thing
that he can do successfully is
bash another person's brains in.
Paul Simon recently made
the statement that he no longer
writes songs when under the
innuence of marijuana because
he found that when he was
'''smoking'' everything he wrote
seemed good to him. Perhaps
this Is the reason for a seeming
lack of good judgment in the
selection of songs for the duo's
album. Let's hope that most of
the songs on their new album
were written before Simon
made this resolution and that
we can hope for more consistency from them in the future.

Student Rates Local Rendition
Of T. Williams' Play As 'Good'
By DOUG MENAGH

Classics Department Runs
Unique ' Cyclops' Play
By KEVIN !UcAULIFF'E
The students of the Classics
Department will honor one of
Falt1leld's youngest (5 years)
but most envied traditions when
its students enact Euripides'
Cyclops in its original Greek
this March.
Annually, the show, a unique
ftxture, attracts attendance and
accolades from other schools.
This year a contingent will be
coming from Buffalo, as the
show moves back to the University Playhou5C after a year
in Gonzaga.

FOR SALE
Dahon '64 SP 310 convertable
New Engine, Breaks, Muffier
System. Call 25q·8155 After
2 P.M. Ask for Dick

C)-clops is a takeoff on Book
9 of the Od)"S!ie)'. wherein Odysseus is trapped on Sicily in the
cave ruled by the one-eyed monster for whom the play Is named. Odysseus blinds him and
escapes. To Euripides, Odysseus
was an accidental. unwilling
hero whose behavior is humorously portrayed as selective
bravery and who is accompanied by a chorus of satyrs mythological. elf-like lechers.
Major roles in the play are
handled by Tom Eaton (Cyclops), Frank C8ppuchio (Odysseus), and Beau Belletzkle
(Silenus). It has two showings
- Friday, March 6 at 8 p.m.,
and Sunday the 8th at 3:30. It
is free, but reservations, obtainable through Box 1988, are
strongly recommended.

Travel Abroad This Summer, East European
Trip. Only 4 More Seats Available for trip
To East Europe. Startin9 June 8. Retumin9
July 6.
Cost $450, including everything.

For Information Contact
Dr. Czamanski

Under the direction of Miss
Vera Meyers, I saw another
performance of Tennessee Williams' play "Suddenly Last
Summer". I must admit though,
the last versIon I saw was the
everlastingly fine one engaged
by such notables as Katherine
Hepburn, Montgomery Cliff and
Elizabeth Taylor. Now that my
prejudices have been acknow·
ledged, perhaps we can talk
about what I considered a
"good" performance of "Suddenly Last Summer". A fine
round of applause goes to a
woman I've never met but feel
like I've known for twenty
years (thanks Mom, wherever
you arel. Francis Nalle did a
"good" job in interpreting Mrs.
Holly, and perhaps the only
criticism here might belong
rightfully to the directress. I
feel Nalle might have been allowed a higher range of facial
expressions, rather than only
one - o.k., so there were two,
I thought It good then that
Nalle could succeed despite
this. so bravo.
The dxtor was doctorish and
that was good. All too often.
doctors have a tendancy to exceed their proper sphere and
become almost human - you
know, just like you or 1. He was
respectable abnost to a fault
but such Is the way a characte;
like that should be played. I do
think though, that Williams
could have supplied us with a
more resounding affirmation of
what the doctor really felt, rather than the weak one he did
give us. On the whole though,
It was good.
The two women that Intrigued
me were Mrs. Venable, played
by Mollie Oliver and Catherine
Holly interpreted by Linda
Denholtl:. Their playing of one
against one as they did., wove

or you'll pardon such an expression) Williams' story with
much professionalism. The only
thing that could have made
them more credible would have
been more makeup. They both
looked as if they should have
been five years older. But, that's
only a minor objection, attributable, no doubt, to lack of money
and nearness to broadway.
C'est Ia vie.
What Williams' had pMposed
to tell. the characters had more
than a vague notion of what It
was; the story of human cannibalism on almost all of Its
levels. Wiliams is a homosexual
(and by the way, a rCCClnt convert to Catholicism, claiming
direct descendence from some
Jesuit or other), so this might
shed better light on his vision
no pun intended. I'm not
saying his vision was a perverted one, but rather only a h0mosexual one. One should always
try to be liberal with Williams.
He sees a negative God manifest in all of us, and that our
vision of Him in all his spendor
is nothing short of evil and
ugliness. Man is always seeking to rectify this vision, and
some do it by living the poets
life. The character Sebastian.
whom the audience never sees
but only hears about, Is a homosexual (what a coincidence)
who uses his mother and later,
his cousin for procurring young
boys for him, to form "his entourage." Through bizarre-like
desciptions, at times genlusly
delivered, and accuracy of
statement, Williams paralyzes
a truth about what we are all
about; namely, that 'truth Is
at the bottom of a bottomless
well". U the audience can accept this statement as being
true in so much that It does
at least exist for some, then
Williams has succeeded and, in

tum, so have the perfonners.

For my part, I do.
Something Unspoken
"Something Unspoken", dJrecled by Albert DeFabio, acted
as prologue, in a sense, to "Suddenly Last Summer". Janet
Smith, playing the part of Miss
Grace Lancaster was superb.
She was shy and lost to the
love that so orten characterizes
the author's plays_ Her confusion was acutely felt and she
made the audience aware of the
sensitivities of a wasting relationship. Irene Quinlivan was
also good, but sometimes found
trouble articulating the proper
emotions of her role. She lacked
a forcefulness that should de
fine her personality. Aside from
this though, she was earnest and
trying.
For the authors part, the dialogue was sometimes too ostentatious and facaded. However,
this short of Broadway, that's
really not all that bad.
Post SCript
I hesitated to include this
comment in my main criticism.
but I feel it does deserve men·
tion. Shirley Marye playing the
part of Miss Foxhlll in "Suddenly Last Summer" was as campy
as any Jack Benny I've ever
seen. Her accent was precious
and secretaryish. I only hope
we see more of her in the
future.

Unlimited Profits Selling
New Records - long Playing
Albums - 80¢ Ea,ch-Top
Artists-Top lables-Send
Only $1.25 For Sample
Album, 45 R. P. M. And
Money Making Sales Plan.
(Please-no curiosity seeker'll
Natiortlll Record Sales
P.O. Box 176, Dept. 131
Forest Hills, N. Y. 11375
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Karate Club Joins Intercollegiate League
The Fairfield University Karate Club has joined the Metr~
politan Intercollegiate Karate
League. The league was formed
last semester in November at

John Jay College of Criminal
Justice. The purposes of this
league are: (1) to promote Karate as a recognized sport; and
<21 to put Karate on an inter-

FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
BOOK STORE
Hours
9:30 to 12:00 Saturday
9:30 to 5:00 daily

New Supply of
Monarch Notes

•

collegiate level as a varsity

' ....t
Fairfield Is In the junior division of this league because of
the ranks of its team members.
The six man team will fi&ht in
three-way meets against other
teams in this division of the
league. Other colleges Belding
teams In this league are John
Jay, Iona, and Queensborougllo.
Our schedule 15: March 21,
John Jay vs. Queensborough vs.
Fairfield at Fairfield; April 11,
Iona vs Queensborough vs Fair·
field at Queensborough; and
April 18, Iona vs. JohnJay vs.
Fairfield at John Jay. Th.:l
6na15 are May 2 and May 16 at
a place to be determined
Also in other activities, th~
Karate Club will be ftghtlng on
April 25 In the An)eriean Intercollea:iate Karate Ouunpionships at sacred Heart University. The Judo Club will be
fighting on March 7, Westerly,

Mike Garrett of FaJrtleld trades tletu with lUI WlLdenUJIed
Karateka a.t the Danbury InvttaU~ Tournament.

R.I.; and April 4, Somers, Conn.
The JudD-Karate Club will be
performing demonstrations on
February 19, in Trumbull;
March 13. New Britain; and a
self defense class after Easter.
For informatiaa concemina; the
above events contact Thomas
Lenzo, Box JJ.

Some office jobs

are more interesting
than others.
In the old days if a man wanted to be an executive
and craved adventure too, he could skipper a
clipper Ship.
Today ... the clippers are gone ...
bul the supersonics are here. And
swaShbuckling executives still get
their chance.
That's maybe a million bucks
worth of plane. And when
you fly it the responsibil·
ity's all yours.
If you'd like to mull
that over every
time you bank

or roll at 1,400+ mph, try for Olficer Training
School alter you graduate from college. Also, reo
member the nice idea of yourself, an Air Force pilot,
captain of all you command, getting to visit foreign
ports like the cripper captain of )'Ofe.
An Air Force officer's life is a great life!
Why just be skipper of a desk?

r-------------------,
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
80. A. Dept. SCN 72

Ranclolph Air Force Base. Texas 18148
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Four Seniors
Recipients of
Wilson Award
seniors Martin Looney, Ro~
ert Johnson, Stephen Bucarla
and Robert Sillery have been
designated by the Woodrow Wilson Foundation UI amOOi' the
best future college teacher
prospects on the eoot1nent. Mar-tin Looney, En&1ish major,1'@ceived the Designate award and
Robert Siller)', English major,
Robert Johnson. Psychology ma~
jor and Stephen Bucaria, History major received the award
of Honorable Mention" The
names of all four will be sent
by the Foundation to top Graduate Schools in the country. in
the hope that all will receive
financla.l assistance from grad·
uate schools or federal or other
fellowship Programl.
Fifteen rea:lonal commlttees
made up of members of the aca~
demic profession selected some
1,200 Woodrow Wilson Desig·
nates out of a total of aome
12,000 who had been nominated
by theil' collei'(! professors. 1be
selection Involved • eve r a 1
stages: 1. The initial nomina·
tion by a faculty member; 2.
An invitation to the nominees
to submit credentials, Including
college transcripts, letters of
recommendation and a l,OQO.
word statement of their Intel·
lectual Interests; 3. Falrfteld
University Committee reading
of dossiers and selection of the
strongest candidates nominated;
4. Interviews by the Regional
committee in New York of the
top candidates; 5. Selection of
Woodrow Wilson Desl,gnates
and those to be eiven Honorable
Mention.

Gerard B. MeDonald.,
of the Graduate
Studies Committee, noted that
past Wilson Fellows from Fairfield have come from the Departments of Philosophy, Psychology, English, Modem Languages, Mathematics and History. "The achievement of these
students speaks well for them·
selves, far their pror~ssors and
the curriculum they have fo)'
lowed for the past three and
one-half Years," commented Dr.
McDonald. He urgently requests
that all present JunJors with an
above-average Q.P.A for the
past two and one~half yean contact him as soon as possible lD
Canisius 41, In order to plan
for the aequirfna: of fellowships,
assistanshlps and tratDee ~
.,..,. '" 1971.
Dr.

O:ulirman
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Freshman Cagers' Record 13.4;
Groom and Duffy Lead Scoring
By FRANK ARMADA
The red hot freshman Stags
have won eia;ht of their last
nine games to bnprove their
season's record to 13-4 with five
games left to go In the regular
season. George Groom has led
the frosh to a winning season
by scoring 22.5 points a game.
He has been helped by center
Tom Dutry who is second on the
team in scoring with a 15.3
average while leading the team
in rebounds. At forward Steve
Romano has scored 11.6 a game
while being a close second to
Du1l'y in the rebounding chores.
Two other forwards deserve
special mention: Bob Turner is
fourth in scoring although not
a regular starter and Ed GUlooly has scored slightly under
ten points a game, playing
good defense and helping off
the boards. Ken Phelan teams
up with Groom In the backcourt to round out the starting
five.
After a 86-67 loss to Providence
the
Stags defeated
Bridgeport 93-68 on January 10
at Bridgeport to begin a seven
game win streak. Groom led the
Fairfield attack with 24 points.
Duffy and Romano controlled
the boards and scored 19 and 15
points respectively. Turner and
Dillon also scored In double
figures.
Groom and DuJfy Gel 55
Grom and Du1l'y combined for
55 points as the Fairfield frosh
edged rona 81-78 on January 12
at home. The Stags led at the
half 40-30 but lona came back
with 48 points in the second
half to make the game a real
battle. The Stags held on, however, for the victory. Turner
scored 14 for Fairfield.
Next, the fTOSh beat Stonehlll
77-74 in one .of their toughest
games of the season on January
28. Groom and Turner carried
the team with little help from
the rest of the squad. At the
half Stonehill led J3.32 but in
the second half, Fairfield sparked by Turner (who scored 12
in the period and 17 for the
whole game) tied the score. In
overtime, free throws by Groom,
Gillooly and Turner made the
difference. Groom's 35 points
were tops In the game.
Groom and Turner again were
top guns for the Stags scoring
22 and 18 points respectively as
Fairfield romped MiUord Academy 74-51 on January 31 at

New Haven. Duffy and Romano
controlled the boards throughout the game, the latter also
poured in 13 tallies. At the half
Fairfield led by twelve, 53-23
as Romano scored 11 in the
period. Groom and Mike Yates
carried the scoring in the second
half with 16 and 13 points each
in the last period.
Fairleigh Dickinson was the
frosh's next victim, 67-52 on
February 7 at Fairfield. R0mano had another fine game at
the boards and scored 18 to
lead all scorers. Groom poured
in 16 and Duffy 10. Four Fairleigh Dickinson players scored
in double figures but the rest
of the team was limited to six
taIli...
Groom score- 51

John O'Rourke sank the
first free thow of a one-and-one
situation to tie the score at
73-73 and then Yates tapped in
the second free throw which
O'Rourke missed to give the
Stags the win at the buzzer,
75·73. Groom scored his high for
the season, 39 points. The first
half was all Army. Only Groom
could hit consistently. In the
second half the Stag bench
came in to help. With four minutes lett, the Stags were down
by 13. A press sparked by Mike
Warner put Fairfield back in
the game. Warner had several
steals which led to many fast
breaks. Groom hit on 16 of 26
from the floor.
Quinnipiac was tougher than
expected. The game went to
overtime before the Stags could
pull out a 96-91 victory on February 10 at New Haven. In the
extra period, Quinniplac scored
two field goals to Fairfield's one
but the Stags hit on seven of
eight free throws. Ed Gillooly
had one of his best games of the
year. He scored 17 points while
grabbing rebounds,
stealing
passes and handing out assists.
Groom had 29 points to pace all
scorers. Romano scored 28 and
completely destroyed the o~
sition at the boards. Espeda1ly
after Duffy fouled out and he
became the frosh's big man.
Holy Cross snapped the Stags
seven game winnina: streak 6359 on February 13 at New Ha·
ven. Holy Cross, poured it on the
Stags in the first half. In the
second half Fairfield came back
with a 34 point effort but it
was too late. DUffy played a
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fine game olf the boards and
paced. the scoring with 17 tallies.
Romano and Groom had 18
points each.
Duffy had his best night of
the year scoring 30 points as
Fairfield beat New Haven 7161 on February 18 at Fairfield.
It was a close game throughout the first half; the period
ended 34-32 Falrfteld on top.
In the second baH the Stags
outscored their opponents 3729. Duffy teamed up with Groom
to score 57 of the 71 Fairfield
points.

,
I 0 All-Time Cagers Selected
Mike Branch ('66) Tops List
Dr. William George, president of Fairfield University's
Alumni Association, has announced the school's 10 all-time
basketball greats, recently voted on by the university's alumni.
The squad, honored at halftime of Fairfield University's
February 13 game against Holy
Cross College, was headed by
top vote-getter and former Little All-American Mike Branch
('66) of New Haven, now touring with the Harlem Wizards.
Branch, one of the nation's top
collegiate rebounders throughout his varsity tenure, amassed
1,113 C4I'C<!r points and a single
season high 404 rebounds.
Those on the squad include:

Bob Hutter (1963), leading
scorer In Fairfield history with
1,315 career points.
Nick Macarchuck (1963), No.
3 all-time scorer with 1,217
points, now head coach at St.
Thomas More Prep in Colchester, Conn.
Jim Brown (1969), owner of
the single-game scoring mark
of 39 points and a 1,199 career
total.
The late Pat Burke ('56) who
teamed with Branch and Brown
on Fairfield's highly regarded
19-5 team of 1966.
Bill Jones ('68) one of the
finest all-around performers
ever, currently starring with

the Hamden Bics of the Eastern
Basketball League.
Olarles Phillips ('67), defensive specialist and crack outside
shooter, now coaching the Jonathan Law High School junior
varsity.
Jack O'Connell ('55), one of
the first players in Fairfield history to score 1,000 career points
(1,016).
Art Crawford ('61), captain
of Fairfield's first Tri-State
championship team.
Bob Jenkins ('52), fireball
guard who was the main architect of Fairfield's ama.zin& 29game winning streak in TriState League competition.

Four Teams Undefeated In Play
By GARY MARZOLLA

As the Intramural Basketball
Leagues approached its halfway mark, only four teams remained undefeated in league
competition. The combines from
ND-4 and e-J lead the National
League with identical W records, while the "Pubs" from
NO-3 are tied for the lead in
the American League with W,
each sporting J-{) recoros. The
complete league standings are
now being compiled, and will
appear In next week's issue of
The Stae".

victors with 18 markers as Cristofelletti followed with 15 points.
Joe Moore was game high scorer for the losing R-3 combine
with 23 big ones.
L-S Topll DSP

In the American League, L-3
won its third league game by
beating the D.S.P. Fraternity
49-35. The frosh from 1,3, better known as the "K-Men"
(McKenna, McKee. Kelly, Kinney. and Kickham) d:d not play
one of their stronger games, as
the "Delta Sigs" gave the frash
quite a bit of trouble. But 1,3's
overall strength and balance
took its toll on the under manned "Frat Men" in the second

In the National League, last
week's action showed the b:::lys
from C3 beating the P.K.T.
Fraternity by a 48-32 s..."O!'e.
Doug Wilcox was high for the
C-3ers, as Denny Donavan tal·
lied 13 for the losers. NO-4,
BASKETBALL
meanwhile, kept pace by whipFebruary
ping R.-3 by a 65-46 count, U
Ozzle Pisarri and Phil Stahlman
Canislus
forgot to show up for the con·
test. Due to a lack of com3 Assumption
munication, the dynamic duo
5 St. Bonaventure
were nowhere to be found when
•
the game started. The same
ROCKEY
goes for Ray Cristofellettl who
was also absent. Nevertheless,
l\1aJ'ch
No.4 managed to hold on to
2 CCNY
a 25-22 half-time lead as Jack
3 CCNY
Matthews, Tom m yEaton,
•
Woody Long, Jim Cbnena, and
FENCINQ
"Natie-.Bumpo" held R-3 off.
The No.4 fans managed to find
February
Ray C. in time for the second 26 Patterson State
half, and ND-4 pulled aWa)'
during the final twenty minutes.
7 N.E.I.F.T.
Jim Cimena was hiih for the 1-Ii Fordbarq

Schedule

.. ......
•

•

• •

.......

Away

halt, as the Frosh also pulled
away In the last twenty minutes.
The scoring went as follows for
1,3: Lennox 12, McKee 11, Kelly 10, and McKenna 9. Larry
Smith scored 13 for D.s.P. as
Dombeck had eight markers for
the losers.
The "~Ho's" from ND-3
kept pace in trouncing the L-2
Frosh by a 62-27 score. Playing
at full strength, the "Pubs" put
on quite a basketball exhibition
as they looked very sharp de-.
spite their complaints that they
weren't playing well. Billy "The
Kid" Barrett had 20 points for
the "Pubs" as the "Olicago
Kid" played a strong overall
game at both ends of the court.
Rochester's gift to Fairfield, via
McQuaid H. S., "Babbo" Weingartner, scored eight markers
for ND-3. For the losers, Pino
and Rooney had eight each for
L-2 Fresh.
O'DODocbue kores Z1

Hom.
NH

In the minor leagues, the
H2S team posted its lirst wtn
of the season by defeating the
People Eaters by a 33-31 score
in double overtime. Mark
O'Donoghue led the Chemical
Awa)'
team with 21 markers. O'DoHome
noghue and John Esposito scored the decisive points in the
second overtime period for the
victors. Also, In the minors,
Away captain Pete Pomponio scored
20 points as he led his Hackers
Away
to a 51-49 victory over the
Home , Hustlers.
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SPORTS
By GARY MAnZOLLA
Thc
Fairficld
Univcrsity
Hockey t0am just skatC!d off
Madison Square Garden's ice
with a big 6-4 win over powerful lona. As the team marched
down into the dressin):: room.
there was no individual player
or Stag fan happier than coach
McCarthy. Dr. J. J. McCarth~',
a psychology professor at Fairfield, had just completed his
second season as coach of the
Fairfield pueksters. and there
was no other game which he
wantC!d to win more than this
past Sunday's at the garden.
save for last year's championship game with St. Francis.
Coach McCarthy came to
Fairfield three years ago from
Bay Point. Maryland where he
was the coordinator of the
clinical training program at the
V.A. Hospital there. With him
came his wife Elizabeth and

'Wlzjch One
is the

%u1ist?
lI's eas)' 10 lell a l'auliSI. JUSI
talk wilh him.
The firsl Ihing rOu nOlice is
Ihal he's colIIl'mpowry. He
lives loda)". but plan, tomorrow
with the e~po:rienee :lOd knowledge of yesterday. Th:'l" a
Paulist chanclerbllc: lhe ability 10 mo,'e wilh the times and
to meet lhc challenges of each
er;l.
A P;lullsl i. al1>O thc m..d""or
of hIs age: he IrICS 10 hring 10gClher Ihe e~tr.·mcs in to,b}'s
\Oorld and lhe Church. the lihcrals and lhe mooerale•. Ihe
eternal and Ihe lempor.ll.
Ne\l. he is \"Cr)' much an ;'Idj,·jdufll. II sets him apart immcdMtd)". He has his o,,'n parlicular lalenlS and abililies - and
he is given freedom 10 (He them.
If you arc intereSled in finding
out more about lhe Paulbl difference in the priesthood. ask
for our brochure and a COP)' of
our recenl Renewal Chapler
Guidelines.
Wrile to:
Vocation Dir«tor

'Paulist
'Tath eIS
Room 300
415 West 59th Street
New York. N.Y. 10019

PERSONALIT1~

their five chi:drC'n (John. KathlC!t'n,
Patrick. Maura.
and
BridgNI. They now reside in
Fairfield.
Dr. l\1cCnrth)' Getll In,'olved
At Fairfield Univero:ity. coach
McCarlhy teaches Abnormal
and Developmental Psychology.
During his first year at the university, Dr. McCarthy did not
involve himself with the club.
except in just a few minor services. Yet. in the early years of
the club. he saw great spirit
and potential arising. Under the
leadership of such all-time
Fairfield greats as Tony Hartigan and Phil Miller, the Hockey
club grew very successfully In
its first two years, even without a full time coach.
Last year, though, with the
coming of experienced Hockey
players, due to the loaded freshman class of '72, Fairfield's
Hockey Club was ready to go.
Dr. McCarthy otIered his services to be a full time coach,
and instant glory and fame
seemed destined to the pucksters. Last year. under the tutelage of coach McCarthy. the
club postC!d a 18-8 overall record. missing the championship
by just one game. The team
posted a 13-4 league record,
good tor first place In the
Western Division. The club
whizzed through the playoffs,
until It met the powerful St.

Francis (N.Y.' club, where the
Stag!: lost IWO games to the
Terriers, after .....inning the first
gamc of the playoffs.
Key Injuries
This year the Stags were
labelled as sure winners. unfor~unntely. the high expectations
have not bcc!n fulfilled as everyone has thou~ht. Coach Mc·
Carthy feels that some key
injuries, the quality and improvement of the league Itself,
and a lack of depth all have COf1..
tributC!d to the six losses the
team has suffered this year.
while winning ten. Coach Mcearthy feels that this year's
club has a stronger defense as
compared to last year's team.
The coach also feels the club
was hurt by the loss of Tony
DuComb, 3rd leading scorer in
the league last year, who missed
this past semester at Fairfield.
Despite all this. Coach McCarthy feels that the club is
ready for the upcoming playoffs. The ankle injury incurred
by goalie Steve Daur, the knee
soreness ot Teddy Sybertz and
the shoulder injury to JerTY
Michaud may be significant to
the Stags' chances in the playoffs. The Stag sextet plays
C.C.N.Y. In the first round,
March 2 and 3. Dr. Mccarthy
wants it to go only two games,
and believes the Stags will be
victorious.

Basketball
(OoDtinued from Page 12)
bench for the Jaspers early in
the second half as he teamed
with Jack Marren for 21 01
the Jaspers' second half points.
Lynett and Marren 1C!d the Jasper charge, as Manhattan came
to within three points of Fair·
field with 8:10 to go.
However, the Stags held on
as Purcell picked off four clutch
rebounds in the last two min·
utes. Manhattan did give the
Stags a scare, as Lynett missed
from the top of the key with
0:03 to go. The difference in
the game was from the foul
line, as the Stags converted Z7
of 38, the Jaspers but 13 of 25.
TIle Stags lost their fourth
game in a row last Wednesday
night, as St. Francis (Pa.) slipped by with a 75-69 win.
Throughout the ,first hal! both
teams stayed with each other,
hitting well from the outsidc.
Frank Magaletta tied the game
12·12 with 14:30 remaining, as
the Stags converted Frankie
turnovers into scores.

Good Is Ejected
With 14:19 left in the half

Art Good was ejected from the
game, as Joe Hazinsky caught
Good's eltxJw in the eye. The
game was very fast with good
ballhandling. Rich Schonbeck
hit a 3-point play to put the
Stags ahead 31-30. but St Francis came back and led 34032
with 6:07 to go. After a 31).36

•
writing
Anyone interested In

Sports for "The Staff' contact
Tom Dunn, Regis 124 - 259-9519

tie, the Stags outscored Francis
to take a 42-37 lead at the
half. as Maga.letta 1C!d the Stags
with 18 points.

~1

Frank opP.ned the second haU
with 2 quick jumpers to give
the Stags a 9-point lead at
46-37. St. Francls started the
second half slowly. but came
back with 3 jumpers to cut the
Stag lead to 3 points. St Fran·
cis tied the game at 47. and
after scoring three baskets In a
row. took a 61-55 lead with
7:21 remaining.
~lapletta Scora U
The Frankies triC!d to slow
down the game, but the Stags
scored 2 baskets to draw within
2 points. With 3:09 left St Francis pulled ahead 68-65 with a
three point play. Magaletta hit
two foul shots to pull the Stags
within 1 point, 68-{i7. Both
teams forced each other Into
turnovers, but St. Francis hit
their foul shots and had a 7Q.67
lead with 1 minute to go. Maga·
Ierta led the scoring with 28
points, Gibbons had 21 and
SChonbeck played a good game.
contributing 14 points. Gibbons
hit 9 of 11 foul shots, 8 at 9 in
the first half.

Fencing
(Continued from Page 12)

Ne.....

Paqe Eleven

STAG

England Intercollegiate
Fencing Tournament. to be held
at Brandeis University. Com·
prising the team will be Alex·
ander, Carollo, Chuga, Goosscnts, Lukach and Raleigh.
These fencers will be competing
with the top fencers from nearly
every fencing college in New
England. and this meet is likened to the "World Series" of
fencing for New England teams.

ALL SEASONS
R;y THOMAS DUN"N
Sports EdItor

Tickets
Last Tuesday afternoon I went to the Athletic Office with several friends to purchase tickets for the
Fairfield-Manhattan game. which was played this past
Saturday at l\'fadison Square Garden. When I arrived
at the ticket window. I was informed that all Manhattan tickets had been sent back to l\hdison Square Garden that morning. The reason I was given was that all
the tickets for that game had to be back at the Garden
by Thursday. Therefore. many other Stag basketball
fans and I that had intended to purchase these tickets
had no tickets to buy.
This I believe to be a great injustice to all students
at Fairfield University. Not because the tickets were
sent back, but because of the lack of publicity given
to this fact. I discussed this problem with the Director
of Public Information, Mr. Richard Peck. Mr. Peck informed me that the tickets had been on sale for a
month previous and that it was up to the individual
student to inquire about this fact. He implied that the
ticket office was doing Ug a favor to have away game
tickets and it was up to the student to come to the
Gym in advance to get these tickets.
No Publicity

This fact should have been publicized. There can
be no excuse that this was an away game. Last year
Fairfield played St. Peter's at Madison Square Garden
and it was a home game. Therefore, if the Stags came
and bought tickets last year for a home game at Madison Square Garden, these same fans surely were going
to buy tickets for an away game at the same location.
Many students went to the ticket window and were
told the same thing. Many Stags were planning to go.
The tickets were $1.50 at Fairfield. These same tickets
were sold for $5.00 at l\ladison Square Garden. The
General Admission tickets were $3.00. The majority
of the students 1 spoke with were unwilling to pay the
$3.00 or 15.00 for the game. therefore they did not go.
Now, the people in the Athletic Department and members of the Fairfield BasketbaJl team may continue to
cry out that the Stags are apathetic. They may cry out
that there is proof of this apathy in the fact that there
were not many tickets sold to Sta~ fans for this game
and that not many Stags were at the Garden Saturday.
Well, if they are living under this assumption, they better re·evaluate their reasons for this.
Many of the Stags that did go to the game arrived
at 2 :30 p.m. Game time was 1 :~O p.m. Why did these
students arrive at 2 :30. why did they not know when
the game started? The answer is a simple one. There
was no publicity. they were not told. Of course if they
cared, which they of course do not, these Fairfield students would have run over to the Athletic Office their
first day back from semester break to find out. 1 firmly
believe Mr. Peck, since he is in charge of public information. should have at least informed the Stag about
the ticket inforr.-ation and the time of -the game, because it would have been publicized. Will this lack of
communication on the part of the Athletic Office con.
tinue? I do not know. I myself cannot answer that
question.
First Come, FirAt Serve

Another major problem with the ticket system is
the seating arrangement at the New Haven Arena. The
Basketball team needs support, thus the fans came out
for the Niagara game in full force. However, there was
one small problem. All the Stag fans were spread
throughout the Arena. Why can't Fairfield students sit
in one section? Well, Mr. Peck says Season Ticket
holders are all in one section, and that an other tickets
are on a first come, first serve basis. Therefore when
the people of Norwalk bought 500-600 tickets for the
Niagara game (a minimum estimate), they all were
placed in the same section, because they bought them
in a single block. Why can't tickets be reserved for
students who will buy them, so we can all sit together?
How can you mount any type of cheer. when you are
not in a unified group? But of course it is first come.
first serve and the ticket department is doing us a big
favor in just giving us any seat. even if it is in the
midst of 600 Calvin Murphy fans.
I hope the ticket department re·evaluates its or·
ganiz.ation. It also better stop pointing the finger at
the Stag fans for being apathetic and ask themselves
if they are not the ones that are apathetic.

Stag Cagers Break 4 Game Skid;
Top Jaspeps At Garden 71-69
i'a.trfteld broke its four same
losing streak Saturda¥ after-noon at Madison Square Guoden, as the Stags beat Manhattan 71-69. The Stap weft plqInc without the services of Jim
Hessel. RIch Schonbeck and Tim
Barnes, who are academically
iDeligfble. For the fIm few- JniD.
utes the Stags suftered the Il>
ealled "Garden jitters," as they
turned the ball aver three timn

1D a row.

Tom PureeD blocks Ron Manning's shot in find hair or the
game at the Garden.

dt..- Defense: Art Good stops Manha.ttan's sopb .tar Henry
Sfaa.wrtgbt, M Bob Kelly sets to belp out..

Swordsmen Still Slumping; S
Seton Hall Stomps Fencers T
By FRANK CAROLLO

The Fairfield Fencing Team
played host to the Seton Hall
University fencers, in their second home meet of the season,
in the Stag gym. Seton Hall,
proclaimed as the top fencing
team In New Jersey, proved to
be more of a match than the
Fairfield fencers could handle,

as they defeated Fairfield, 18-9.
Coming oir of a disheartening
defeat to Worcester the week

before, the Stag fencers again
found themselves at the mercy
of a more experienced and highly coached Seton Hall team.

Fencing for Fairfield, on the
epee team, was Jim Sullivan.
with a two win, one loss record,

and Ken Alexander and John
Lukach with one win each. The
epee team, starting out slowly,
came on in their last bouts to
provide the best score the Fairfield team could manage. 8t.4-5.
Raleigh Has Two Wim
In foil, Ladd Raleigh's two
wins and the single win of
Frank carollo provided this
team's only scores, as it ended
with a 3-6 record. Fencing on
the team wen! freshmen Rich
Tereba and Gary Peloquin, who
alternated in the third position.
The sabre competition saw
Fairfield's Derry OJuga manage
two wins, but this upresented
the only scoring for the team,
as its other members, Greg

Maverick Drawing Held;
Ruggers Leave March 24
By BILL l\lELAUGU
Rugby Drawlng
Saturday afternoon at 12:15
the Rugby Club held the drawing on the raffle of the 1970
Maverick. Out of 38,656 t,ckets,
Fr. McInnes picked the name
of Janet King. She is the sister
of rugger Tom King of Concord,
N.H. The raffle was held to
help finance the club's trip to
Wales in March.
Treasurer Bob Murphy disclosed that this was perhaps
the biggest financial boo6t the
Ruggers have received. The
Maverick cost the club $1,800
and printing expense came to
$400. The Ruggers collected
~,664, leaving a gross profit of
$7,464. This, added to the previous balance of $5.635.26,
brings their effort to $13.099.26.
Murphy estimates the cost of
the tour to be $15,000. The

members making the trip are
asked to make up the difference
of $1,900.74.
The Ruggers will be In England for two weeks. On March
24, they leave New York and
fly to London where they will
play two games. Then they
take a bus to Swansea whero
they play one game. March 29,
Easter Sunday. they take another bus to Cardiff where they
playas part of the national
holiday and will attend the national game in the afternoon.
Tuesda~ March 31, they return
to London and participate In
their last game. They play six
games: four A's and 2 B's.
Then this leaves the Ruggers
eight (ree days to wander
around Europe for a well deserved vacation. Their return to
the United States is scheduled
for Wednesday, April 18.

Goossens, Jim Buitst, and Vic
Perone went winless for the
day. The sabre team escaped
with a 2-7 record for this meet.
This Thursday night the Fair.6.eld fencers travel to Wayne,
New Jersey to encounter the
Patterson State fencing team.
The Stag fencers have never
faced this team before, and they
are apprehensively waiting for
this upcominq meet.
On March 7, Fairfield will
send its top six fencers to the
(Continued on Page II)
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PareeD . . . KeII7 s....
Art Good picked up tbree
quick fouls and without Schonbeck to replace him, Coaeb Lynam called on Tom PureeD.
wbo turned in a stellar job,
both detenalve~ arid cd the
lxJards. Bob Kelly's plA)' waa
notable, as the sophomore took
full control ot the Stq ~eJ)o
,Ive, shootin&: and drlvinK weD
and _ettfng up the plays. Tom
Finch came off the bench aDd
also tumed In aD outst:aDdins
performance,
With one second left iD the
4rst half th1! Stags had the ball
under the Jasper basket. Kelly
lofted a bomb downcourt towards Frank Magaletta. Magaletta leaped between two Manhattan defenders and in almost
the same motion got off a 15foot jumper, which ripped the
net to give the Stnp a 45-38
half-lime lead.
Magaletta, who hJt tor a
game high 22 points, Mark Frazer and Wayne Gibbonl kept
the Stags moving. Frazer rebounding a missed shot by
Magaletta made the score 57-46
with 12:45 to go. A technical
was called on Jasper Coach
Jack Powers. Magaletta ecnverted to give the Stags their
biggest lead. This seemed to
untrack the Jaspers as tbey
came roaring back.
Jaspers F1gbt Badl
Matt Lynett came oil the
(Continued on Page 11)

Sextet Overpower Iona At MSG
By moMAS DUNN
Sport8 EdJtor
The Stag Sextet travelled
down to New York's Madison
Square Garden this past Sunday afternoon to take on first
placeo Iona Fairfield put on an
oIfensive show, as they upset
the l)()',Verful Gaels 6-4.
lona drew blood first early
in U»e opening period as the
lona eenter grabbed the loose
puck and broke away from the
defense. He came in on Steve
DaUl", who never had a chance.
At 9:28 of the first period Guy
LaFlamme put the puck past
Ions Goalie John Dillon, assiste<l by Jim Monahan and defense-man Chuck Frissora.
Bolger TaWee
At 10:51 of the first period
Jim Bolger skated down the
right wing and scored an unassisted goal on a twenty foot
slap shot, PUtting the Stags
ahead 2-1. For the rest of the
periOd lona controlled the action
and nt 13:01 Pat Dillon slipped
one past goalie Daur to knot the
score at 2-2.

At 0:21 of the second period
John Dillon, the rona goalie,
was given a two minute penalty for spearing Guy LaFlamme.
The Stag sextet failed to score
on the power play, however
right after Dillon's substitute
came on the Ice Teddie Sybertz
took a pass from Frissora and
scored to make It 3-2, Fairfield.
Jim Monahan also received an
assist on that play.
The Stag sextet then followed
with three more goals In less
than 'a minute of play. At 7:35
or the second period LaF1amme
and Jerry Michaud broke In on
a 2 on 1 break. LaFlamme
faked beautifully as he slipped
a pass to Michaud, who hammered it home. While this score
was being announced, "Marty
Vierling took a pass from Ken
McNulty and scored giving the
Stags a 5-2 lead. Then at the
8:05 mark Guy LaFlamme
scored his second goal of the
afternoon 011 an assist from
Jimmy Monahan. With these
three quick goals, the Stags had
the momentum and canled the

action for the rest ot the period.
At the opening of the third
period lona was fighting for
survival. They came out bJltin&At 0:51 lona scored cutting the
Stag lead to three goals. The
Gaels continued to pepper the
goal, but Steve Daur stopped
shot after shot. 1be Stag sextet s passing throughout the
game was fantastic. At 5:09
however, Iona found the goal,
as Daur was screened and
never saw the shot. With a
minute and a half remaining
Iona started pouring it on. The
Gaels came In on a break, but
de!ense-man Chuck Frissora
made a beautifUl poke-check to
halt the drive.
The Fairfield Hockey Club
has now ended its regular season schedule, finishing in third
place with a 10-6 record. The
Stags will now play second
place C.C.N.Y. In the fint
rounds of the hockey playoff_,
scheduled for March 2 and 3.
The winner of the best of three
series
will take on division
, _ Ioaa.

